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1 Introduction

Let M and N be two complete Riemannian manifolds of dimension in and n.
Suppose their metrics are given by ds\, = g^dx'dx1 and da2

N = hnfldu"dii13.
The energy density function of u is given by
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ABSTRACT

Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold (compact (with or without boundary)
or noncompact). Let N be a complete Riemanian manifold. We generalize the existence
result for harmonic maps obtained by Hildebrandt-Kaul-Widman using the heat flow
method.
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. The total energy is denned by

E(u) = / e(u)dx

A mapping u : M —> N is called a harmonic map if it is a classical solution
of the Euler-Lagrange equation of E(u) which can be written as

r°(u{x)) = = 0 (1.1)

where T(U) is called the tension field of u. The corresponding parabolic
system with initial data uo[x) known as the the heat equation for liannonir
maps is as follows

(1.2)

If M is a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary 3M, then we may
consider the following Dirichlet problems

r ( « ) = 0

u\dM = ho

and

(1.3)

(1-4)

where u0 € C\M, N), ho 6 Cl[dM,N), uo\aM = ho.
When M and N are compact without boundary and N has nonpositive

sectional curvature, Eells-Sampson [E-S] proved that any C map from M
into N can be deformed to a harmonic map by solving (1.2). the analogous
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version for compact manifolds with boundary was proved by Hamilton [H]
who solved the equation (1.4).

Hildcbrandt-Kaul-Widman [H-K-W] solved the equation (1.3) when ho(dM)
is contained in a regular ball. Later .lost [Jl] reproved the result by the heat
flow method.

Recently Ding-Lin [D-L] showed that if M and N are compact without
boundary and the universal covering of N admits a strictly convex function
with quadratic growth then the result of Eells-Sampson holds.

When M is a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold and N is a
complete Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature, Li-Tain
[L-T] proved the long time existence result for the initial value problem of
(1.2), provided the initia.1 data ua has bounded energy density. If we pose
some conditions on M and uo we can have, the convergence of the heat flow
u(x,t) to ft harmonic map from M into N (see [Lj, [L-T], [Lo-T]).

Rut, it is well-known that the conclusion of Eells-Sampson can not be
generally achieved and one has to pose some assumptions on N to draw such
a conclusion because the solution of (1 :l) and the solution of (1.1) may blow
up in finite time (see [C-G], [C-D], [D]).

In this paper, we assume that M is a complete Riemannian manifold which
may be compact (with or without boundary) or noncompact. For unity in
statement, we assume M = IntM{Jf)M if M is a compact manifold with
boundary.

To state our conclusions we introduce some definitions-

Definition 1.1 Let N be a complete Riemannian manifold, f! in a bounded

ope.n subset of S. We say ft satisfies condition (B) if there exists a positive

function f £ C2(il) satisfying

- V2 / - /A'*(y)/i > Co(il)h

0<ml(tt)<f(y)<m2(n)< oo

and
I v f(y)\ < m3(ii) < co

for all y £ f), where A'j(y) = sup{ K{y, Tv),Q\K(y,w) is the sectional curvature
of a two plane IT € TyN},C0(n} > 0.

Definition 1.2 If£l satisfies condition (B) and there is a nonncgotive convex
function f" on fi suck that SI = (/*)~'([0ir)), ff call il <i generalized regular
ball.

Example 1.3 Suppose N is a complete Riemannian multifold with nonpos-
itive sectional curvature. If SI C A' is a open bounded subset and there, is
a point ya £ TV suck that f!nCti((y0) = 0, then il satisfies condition (B).
Br(y0) is a generalized regular ball if BT(y0)f)Cut(yt,) = <£>.

Example 1.4 Suppose Ar - Sn and y0 G N. Thin for any 0 < 6 <
Tt/2, Bi(ya) is a generalized regular ball.

We choose spherical coordinates around yo, then

ds1 - dr2 + sin2rd92,0 < r < r

Calculating directly one has (see [Hi])

sin rdr) = cos rk
JO

so ^72(cosr) = — cos rh. We define f(y) = cosr — cosi\, and f'(y) = 1 —cost'
, where <5 < S\ < TT/2 , then we see that Be{y0) is a generalized regular ball.

By Hessian comparison theorem [G-W] we have the following example.

Example 1.5 Suppose Ar is a complete Riemannian manifold. B,(yo) is o
regular ball (see [Hi]), that in Cut{y0)f\Br(yo) = 4> <md </l\r < TT/2 where
K > 0 is an upper bound of the sectional curvature of ;V on !iT(y,,). then it.
is a generalised regular ball.

In this paper we mainly consider the heat flows and harmonic maps from
a complete Riemannian manifold into a generalized regular ball.

For the heat flows we prove

Theorem 1.6 Let M be a complete Riemanman manifold, and lei l\ be a
complete Riemannian manifold. Sitppt/St that f! C A is a ijrm-mhzed rtijular
ball. Assume that uo G Cl(M,N) and uo(M) CC SI. Then (1.2) has a
smooth solution u(x,t) satisfying U(BR(X0) X [0, T)) CC 0 (u(M x [0, T)) CC
Q if M t's compact) for all R > 0 and T > 0.

Suck a solution is unique if M is compact (with or without boundary) or if
there exists a point n € M and a positive constant {} such that VOI(BR(XX)) <
exp{0(\ + R2))for all R > 0 and ilf[Cut(y) = <p for any y e ft.



For the harmonic maps, we prove

Theorem 1.7 Let M be a complete Riemanman manifold. Let N be a com-
plete Rie.mannian manifold, and let SI C N be a generalized regular ball.
Assume thai uo e C'(M, JV),uo(M) CC tl and E{u<,) < oo then (l.S) has
a smooth solution u{x,t) satisfying that U(BR(XC) X [0,T)) CC H (u(M x
[0,T)) CC II i/ M is compact) for all R > 0 and T > 0 and that there
exists a subsequence tv > oo such that u(x,tv) > Uoo(x), and uao(x) is a
harxaonu: map.

The Tiia.in idea in the proof of our theorems is using the gradient t'stimates
for the heat flow of harmonic maps derived in section 2 which can be seen
as the parabolic version of Cheng's result [C] and Jost's result [J'2]. The
estimates arc of interest in their own rights. And as a consequence we can
derive a Tjouville theorem for harnionic maps which is similar to a result of
Hihlebrandt-Jost-Widman [H-J-W] and generalize the results of Cheng [C]
and Yu [Y] (also see [Kj).

2 Gradient Estimates
In this section we derive some gradient estimates for the heat flow of harmonic
maps, which is essential in the proof of main results. At the end of this
section, we will prove a LiouvilSe theorem for harmonic maps.

Theorem 2.1 Let M and N be complete Riemannian manifolds. Ltt xo £ M
and r(x) be the distance function from r0, and let BR{X0) - | i f A/|r(x) <
ft). Suppose that fl C N satisfies condition (B) and assume that the Ricci
curvature of M on BR(X0) is bounded from below by —K\ < 0. If u(x,t) is
a solution of the equation (1.3) on BR{xa) x \Q,T,), u(BR(x0) x [0,r,)) C fi
and BR(j-,,)r\dM - tj> then

and

(2.1)

(2.2)

for all 0 < X < T].

To prove the theorem we introduce

and estimate (A — §-t)tp0- A straightforward computation gives

and

vlv« • - 2 -
P

(2.3)

— +() y*

We therefore have

9
1 dt]lp°~

n (

,
/ 3

Using Weitzenbock formula we have

(2.4)

e,) >

where ex,e-i, • • -,eR is a local orthonormal frame field. Computing directly
[C] one has

(A - —)f(v(x,t)) = v'(/)(V«. V")



Since fl satisfies condition (B), substituting (2.3) and the last two identities
into (2.1) we may have

d
1- ILO — V Z-

P
The Holder's inequality implies

~- (2-5)

V d u | | V "It V /I
/ • • "

and
<'A S7<iu\

Substituting the last two inequalities into (2.5) we have

(A - jt) 'IK (2.6)

Now wo prove Theorem 2.1. For this purpose we introduce F(r.t) =
0(x, 0> w e obviously have

^ - (2A', + i ) F - 2 V F ~(A - ^ ) F >

Let tl'(r) be a C2 function on [0,oo) such that

(2.7)

\ 1 if r €[0,1/2]
\ 0 if T € [l,oo)

0 < t{r) < l ,0 '( r) < O^"!1") ^ - ^ a n t l ' ^ f ^ C where C is an absolute
constant. Let g{r) = T/>(̂ p)

Assume that (ii ,(i) is the point where gF achieves its maximum in
Cfi(xo) x [0,T](0 < r < Ti). Using the argument of Calabi we may as-
sume g(x) to be smooth at i , . And we may also assume (gF)(x.i,t\) > 0.
By the maximum principle, at (xi,/i) we have

V(SF) = 0
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(2.8)

and

Hence

< 0

Applying the Laplacian comparison theorem [G-W] we have

r A r < C m ( l + A V )

1

By (2.9) and the last two inequalities we have

Substituting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.10) we have

(2.9)

(2.10)

-(2/ifi+r) (2.11)

where we have used | V f(u(x,t)\ < m3 | | v ul- Multiplying through (2.11)
by g and using 0 < g < 1, we have

0 > 2m1Coi(3F)2 - ( ^ + ^ + 2A-, + y)

Using the quadratic formula one obtains



So

and so

J i

—r

l v «(

•0 R v ^ h f

(2.1) follows.
To prove (2.2) we set F(x,t) = <po(x,t). If gF achieves its maximum in

Bp/2[ro) x [0,T] for 0 < T < Ti at (xi,0). then we have

^ » ) i Vu(3r,0)| (2.12)

If gF achieves its maximum at {i\,t\)(ti > 0), then by an argument similar
to the one used in the proof of (2.1) we have

fl
(2.13)

(2.2) follows from (2.12) and (2.13).
Instead of considering the function of gF we consider F directly, we have

the following theorems.

Theorem 2.2 Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary,
let N be a complete Riemannian manifold, and let Q C Nsatisfy condition

(B). Ifu{xtt) is a solution of the equation (1.2) on M x [0,7')) and u(M x
[0,ri))cn then

(2.14)

(2.15!

for all (x,t) e M x (0, 7\), where —A'i < 0 is the lower bound of the Ricci
curvature of M.

Theorem 2.3 Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary, let
N be a complete Riemannian manifold , and let Q C N satisfy condition (B).
Ifu(x,t) is a solution of the equation (1.4) on Af x[0,Ti) and a( t fx |0 , T,)) C
n then

« l V ( ) | + C ^ (2.16)

for all (xyt) e M x [0,7\), where —7\'i < 0 is the lower bound of the Rica
curvature of M.

For harmonic maps, as corollaries of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 vie
have the following gradient estimates

Theorem 2.4 Suppose that M, i\', BR(XO),£1 satisfy tht hypolluxt.s of The-
orem S.I. If u(x) is a harmonic map from BR{XO) into fi then

l V

+C R
(2.17)

Theorem 2.5 Suppose that M, N, Q satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.H.
Ifu(x) is a harmonic map from M into f! then

C, (2.18)



Applying Theorem 2.4 we can obtain a Liouville theorem for harmonic
maps.

Theorem 2.6 Lei M be a complete Riemannian manifold with nonnegative
Hicci curvature, and let N be a complete Riemannian manifold. Suppose thct
Q C A' natisfir.fi condition (B). If u(x) is a harmonic map from M into Q,
then u if constant.

3 Heat Flows

In this seel ion we consider the global existence of the heat flow of harmonic
maps from complete manifolds into generalized regular balls.

Theorem 3.1 Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without (wttk)
boundary. Lei N it a complete Riemannian manifold. Suppose that il C A'
is a generalized regular ball. Assume thai u0 6 C*(M,N) and un{M) C f!-
Then (I.S)((l-4)) has a unique smooth solution u defined on M x [0, oc) satis-
fying the properties that (a) u(Mx[0,T)) CC S2 and (b) S«PMX[O,T)IV"I < °°
for all T > 0.

Proof: Let 7" be the supremum of those 7\ such that (1.2)({1.4)) has a
solution u on A/ x [0,Ti) satisfying {a} and (b) for all T < 7\.By the short
time existence result for the equation (1.2) in [E-S] (for the equation (1.4) in
[II]), we know that T" > 0. Let us assume that T' < 00,

We consider f'(u(x, t)) where /* is the function in Definition 1.2. Clearly

[ 1
(A - ^ ) / ' { U

so maximum principle implies

0

for all T < T'. We therefore have u(M x [0,7")) CC fi.
(2.15) and (2.16) implies
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Therefore we can extend u as a solution of (1,2) ((1-4)) beyond 7", which
contradicts the assumption that T* < oo. Hence 7" must be oo. The unique-
ness follows from the uniqueness result for the equation (1.2) in [E-S] (for
the equation(1.4) in [H]).

Now we consider the case where M is a complete nonrompact Riemannian
manifold.

Theorem 3.2 Let M be a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold, and
let N be a complete Riemannian manifold. Suppose, that f! C N is a qe.ner-
alhed regular ball. Assume u0 e C"(Af, N) and uo(M) CC SI. Then (LI)
has a smooth solution u defined on M x (0, oo) satisfying the properties that
(a) u{BR(xa) x [0, 7')) CC fl (b) supBMlo)x[aJ)\\/u\ < oo for all R > 0 and
T > 0.

Such a solution is unique if there exists a point J , G M and a positive
constant /} such that Voi(BR(xo)} < exp{(i{\ + R2)) for all R > 0 and

Proof: Choose a sequence of compact smooth domains Q, such that (2, C SVH
for all i — 1,2 • •• and Bi(xa) C H; for some fixed point xu G M. Uy Theorem
3.1 we can get a solution ut(x, t) of the following equation for i-nch i.

satisfying u,(U, x [0,T)) CC f! and 5upniX[0T)| v ("i)| < °° f°r »J1 i and
T > 0 .

For any R > 0, there exists an integer i(R) > 0 such that Bm{xa) C H,
for all i > i{R). Theorem 2.1 yields

l V
nil

[ V

for all t > i(R) and T > 0, where — A'j < 0 is the lower bound of the Ricci
curvature of M on B2R(XO).

By standard interior estimate for the equation (1.2) and the diagonal
subsequence argument, there exists a subsequence u3 and u e C2A(M x'
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[O,oo),ft) such that u, —> u in C 2 4 ( £ H ( X 0 ) X [Q,R],il) for any R > 0.
Clearly U(T, () is a solution of (1.2) satisfying (a) and (b},and timt—.ou(x,t) =
uo{x) uniformly in Bp{xo} for any R > 0.

If v is another solution of (1.2) satisfying (a), then we consider the distance
function tl{u,v). We set <f>(x,t) = <P(u,v). Clearly [S-Y] <f>(xj) i s smooth
on M x [0,oo) and satisfies (A - ft)<j> > —/V^ where A'2 = supve!7A'2(j/).
By maximum principle [K-L] we know that <j>(x,t) < ekli4>(x, 0) = 0 if there
exists a point X\ € M and a positive constant ft such that VOI(BH(JCI )) <
cxp(.6(] + It2)) for all R > 0. This establishes the theorem.

Remark 3.3 Since the heat flow of harmonic maps from a compact manifold
(•with or without boundary) clearly satisfies the following energy inequality

/ ' / \ut\
2dxdt < £(uD)

Jo JM
(3.1)

tht heat flow we constructed in the proof of the last theorem also satisfies the
energy intquality. And if there exists a point xt £ M and a positive constant
ii such that Vol{BR(xi)) < exp(P(l +R2)) for allR>0 and ttr\Cut(y) ~ <j>
for any y £ fi, by the uniqueness result of the theorem the heal flow from
M x [0, oo) to a generalized regular ball must satisfy (3.1).

4 Harmonic Maps

In this section we consider the convergence of the heat flow to a harmonic
map from a complete Riemannian manifold to a generalized regular ball.
Particularly we reprove the the existence result for harmonic maps obtained
by Hildebrandt-Kaul-Widman[H-K-W].

Theorem 4.1 Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. Let N be a com-
plete Riemannian manifold, and let f! C Ar be a generalized regular ball.
Suppose that u0 G Cl(M, fi) and E[uo) < oo. Ifu(x,i) is a solution of the
equation (1.2)(( 1-4) if M is a compact manifold with boundary) satisfying
(3.1) and u(BR(xo) x [0,7")) CC ft (u{M x [0,T)) CC il if M is compact)for
all R > 0 and T > 0, then there exists a subsequence <„ > oo. such that
u(x,t,,} <• u^x) in C2{BR(xo),$l)(in C7{IntM,n) if M is compact)for
any x0 £ M, R > 0 and u^x) is a harmonic map.
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Proof: Since u(x,t) satisfies (3.1), we have

/°° I u\dxdt < E(ua)
J<S JM

. Therefore there exists a subsequence tv —• oo such that

ut(x,tv)—*0 (4.1)

weakly in Li{M). If M is noncompact Theorem 2.1 yields

•SMPBH(IO)X[U,OO)| V ul 5: C(m, R, M, S!, !<„) (4.2)

if M is compact Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 yields

;o,»)| V«l <C(m,M,n,«,>) (4.3)

By (4 .2 ) , (4.3) a n d s t a n d a r d in ter ior e s t i m a t e for l.ln- (•(jualion (1.2) we
m a y a s s u m e

u{x,Q—>ux (4.4)

in C7(BR{xo),i1) for any x0 6 M,R > 0 such that B^xJ^OM = <t>
(4.1) and (4.4) implies that u^ is a weak harmonic map. Since Hm S

C*(IntM, fl), «„ is a harmonic map.

Corollary 4.2 Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without (or with)
boundary. Let N be a complete Riemannian manifold, and let U C Ar be a
generalized regular ball. Suppose that u0 € Ci(M, fi). lfu(x,t) is a xolution
of the equation (1.2)( or (1./)) and satisfies v{M x[0,7')) CC (I for all T > 0,
then there exists a subsequence tv > oo such that u(i\tv) > urx,{x) tn
C2(M,Q) (orC3(IntM,£l)) and ux(x) is a harmonic map (with w|fllvf = h).

Corollary 4.3 Let M be a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold. Let
N be a complete Riemannian manifold and let il C JV be a generalized regular
ball. Suppose that uo € C(M, tl) and E(u0) < oo. If u(xA) is a solution of
the equat'^n (1.2) we obtained in Theorem 3.2,then there exists a subsequence
tv —t oo such that u(x,tv) —• u^x) in C2(BR(XO),U) for any xo € M,
R > 0 and Ucvix) is a harmonic map.
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